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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a afnfaa, the following A.C. electrfcal power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a.

b.

Two independent circuits (one with delayed access) between the
offsfte transafssfon network and the Onsfte Class 1E Distribution
Systea, and

Q.g
Three separate and fndependent diesel generators(~)each with:

1. A separate engine-aounted fuel tank containing a afnfaw volte
of 200 gallons of fuel, and

2. Two supply trains of the Diesel Fuel Ofl Storage and Transfer
Systea with a coabfned storage of 31,023 gallons of fuel for one
unit operation and 52,046 gallons of fuel for two unit operation.

APPLICABILITY: HODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a.

b.

With one offsfte circuit of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of .the reaafning A.C.
sources by perforefng Specification 4.8.1.1.1a. within 1 hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter. If each of the diesel generators
have not been successfully tested within the past 24 hours demonstrate
fts OPERABILITY by perforefng Specification 4.8.1.1.2a.2) separately
for each such diesel generator within 24 hours. Restore the offsite
circuit to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be fn at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and fn COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

|tfth a diesel generator of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources fnoperable, dhaonstrate the OPERABILITY of the A.C. offsite
sources by perforafng Specification 4.8.1.1.1a within 1 hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter; and ff the diesel generator became
inoperable due to any cause other than preventive aafntenance or

OPERABILITY of the third (cion) diesel generator shall include the capability
of functioning as a power source for the required unit upon autowatfc demand
froe that unit.
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ELECTRICAL ONER SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

** For a 14 day period during the Unit 1 second refueling outage, with Unit
1 in Mode 5 or 6, only 2 diesel generators, 2-1 and 2-2, are required to
satisfy the standby AC onsite power requirements for Unit 2.
Surveillance requirements, 4.8.1.1.la and 4.8.1.1.2a.4 shall be performed
within 48 hours prior to removal of diesel generator 1-3 from service.
During the 14 day period the remaining 2 diesel generators will be
verified operable at least once per 24 hours (in addition to any testing
required by Table 4.8-1). The term verify as used in this context means
to administratively check by examining logs or other information to
determine if certain components are out-of-service for maintenance or
other reasons. It does not mean to perform the surveillance requirements
needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the components. In the event
these conditions are not met, Unit 2 will be brought to HOT SHUTDOHN
within 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOHN within the following 24 hours. The
provisions of Technical Specification 3.0.4 do not apply.
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